
Course Details  Name   Number Section Quarter
 Graphic Symbolism GR20620  A   SP15     
 
 Day, Time and Place:
 Tuesday  1-5  Main 421 

 Prerequisites: 
   GR10471 – Digital Imaging and Manipulation
   GR20571 – Typography as Design
 
 Contact Hours Weekly Lab Overall Lecture Overall Academic Credits Course Length 
 4 hours   22 hours  22 hours  3  11 weeks   

Contact Info  
Assistant Professor:   Christine J Shanks

Email: cshanks@aii.edu (Any email must contain your name, class name, class meeting day and time)

You can often reach me via e-mail for questions or feedback. Don’t expect an immediate 
response and do not use this privledge in leui of seeing me in class with work. You must have 
progress weekly in class to be discussed, this is not a substitution for that. Emails are mainly 
answered during office hours times and not on my time off.

If you missed a class it is YOUR RESPONSIBILITY, not mine, to look at the syllabus and/
or ask another student and get caught up. Do not contact me w/ excuses or questions clearly 
answered by the syllabus or assignment sheets such as due dates, late policy, etc. Questions 
about grade sheets can be answered in class.

Office Hours: http://www.shanks-creative-education.com/contactoffice-hours.html
It is best to email me a day before for appointment
Location varies: Office 3rd floor, my classroom/s for the day 

Monday & Tuesday 12:00-1 and 5-6    

Faculty schedules can be found on the 3rd floor across from registrar offices, you can find my 
room numbers there. 

   

mailto:cshanks@aii.edu
http://www.shanks-creative-education.com/contactoffice-hours.html


Skills and Objectives

Course Description: 
This course examines the importance of graphic symbols in design.  Logos, trademarks and other symbolic 
images will be examined in historic and contemporary contexts.  Graphic elements including typography, 
simplified imagery, and abstract shapes will be utilized to create individual logo designs and other symbolic 
images.

 
 Class Competencies/Learning Objectives:  
 Upon successful completion of this course the student should be able to:

1. Research and develop a recognizable graphic image from existing sources. 

2. Demonstrate proficiency in using analog and digital illustration to create a     
   pictograph, symbol or icon. 

3. Demonstrate proficiency in manipulating graphic images to express concepts,     
  feelings, and emotions. 
 

4. Demonstrate an understanding of the meaning and power of symbolism, its     
  influences and evolution. 

5. Select and apply the appropriate graphic image to depict a subject or concept. 

6. Identify and integrate an appropriate typeface with a graphic symbol. 

7. Apply typographic design principles to a graphic logos and trademarks. 

8. Demonstrate proficiency in applying graphic images to the needs of visual     
   communication in graphic design assignments.

  
 Institutional Learning Objectives:

• Integrate creative discipline-specific knowledge, skills and abilities to obtain entry-level   
employment in chosen field.

• Use research and information literacy skills to effectively locate, select, and evaluate needed 
information. 

• Use critical thinking in creative and innovative problem solving and decision-making. 
• Apply ethical responsibility and integrity to personal and professional situations. 

 Program Objectives:
• Understand & practice the characteristics of basic design elements such as: line, shape, volume, space, 

value, texture, color, scale/proportion, unity, contrast, repetition/variation, & rhythm. 
• Identify, analyze, & apply the critical thinking process to the design challenges of specific problems. 
• Demonstrate the principles & effective solution & use of type. 
• Apply appropriate software solutions to design problems. 
• Exhibit knowledge of color theory & perception. 
• Apply knowledge gained through research into design trends & styles to appropriate design 

assignments. 
• Use effective file & time management skills in the production of projects. 
• Develop the ability to critique, defend, & support the integrity of a chosen project. 
• Demonstrate craftsmanship (organization, neatness, precision). 
• Develop a professional work ethic. 
• Assess personal strengths & weaknesses.



Text and Materials

 
 Professor’s Educational Website http://www.profshanks.com/
 Check out my blogs from the site above, I host an inspiration and a tutorial blog
 
 Facebook Student Companion: 

http://www.facebook.com/group.php?gid=137057274721&ref=nf  
 

Required Text:
 Logo Creed http://www.amazon.com/Logo-Creed-Mystery-Method-Designing/dp/1592538282

 Designing Logos: The Process of Creating Symbols That Endure, Jack Gernsheimer,     
Publisher: Allworth Press (October 14, 2008), ISBN-10: 1581156499

 Suggested Text:
 How to Design Logos, Symbols and Icons, Gregory Thomas, F & W Publications, 2003.    

ISBN# 158104563. 

 Graphic Design Sources. Kenneth J. Hiebert. Yale University Press. 
 1998. ISBN: 0-300-07461-1

 Logo Design Workbook: A hands-on Guide to Creating Logos, Adams &      
Morioka. ISBN# 1592532349  

 
 Before and After magazine http://www.bamagazine.com/

 YOU CAN GET TEXTS and VIDEO TUTORIALS FOR FREE see the library for subscriptions 
to VTC, Lynda, Ebrary, etc.

 Helpful Links
 Top 10 logo mistakes:
 http://www.smashingmagazine.com/2009/06/25/10-common-mistakes-in-logo-design/

 
Technology Needed: Illustrator is the program we will design logos in, PS

 
 Materials: 
• Illustration & Design Publications in Library: HOW Magazine, Print Magazines, CMYK and other 

graphics magazines
• Backup Storage Device or DVD/CD (always keep two copies of your work on separate drives, school 

computers are never to be used for storage
• Vellum, Sketchbook, black sharpie, and colored pencils or paints for thumbnails and research 
• Mixed media supplies (optional)
• Fee for student entry of project into Competition (possible)
• Matte and Prints week 11

http://www.shanks-creative-education.com/
http://www.facebook.com/group.php?gid=137057274721&ref=nf  
http://www.amazon.com/Logo-Creed-Mystery-Method-Designing/dp/1592538282
http://www.bamagazine.com
 http://www.smashingmagazine.com/2009/06/25/10-common-mistakes-in-logo-design/


How to be a Successful Student in my Class  
The goal of education is to achieve the ability to apply one’s knowledge in new, creative, and correct ways. 
Abilities are not entirely innate; some are achievable through dedicated and focused effort.

Teaching Strategies:
Lecture beginning of each class, then studio work and in-class assignments. This course will be 
taught from the following perspectives to give as much probability to the learning experience as 
possible - lecture, demonstration, reading, and hands-¬on assignments.

Student Strategies:
Students are expected to participate in the learning process by being responsible for their education. 
This includes managing time, reading, utilizing resources and behaving in a professional manner.***
• Use the links, texts and other resources I have placed throughout the syllabus and also on the 

facebook companion group page SHANKS AIPH COURSE GROUP
• READ your syllabus and assignment carefully and follow directions
• Research all ideas thoroughly, this means being fully informed about subject matter, concept and 

completing thumbnails preliminary sketches
• Know how to use your software, use tutors and books from Safari Free Online books for extra 

help as well as other resources offered in class
• Listen carefully when I am speaking, student’s found not paying full attention to my lecture will 

not have questions answered later and will miss important information

So What Makes a Good Student, in other words a student who will pass my class 
and be succesfull upon graduation? http://www.lhup.edu/~dsimanek/goodstud.htm

Attitude – 
• Genuine desire to learn
• Strong interest in your major area of study
• The willingness to do hard intellectual work to achieve understanding
• Ability to apply yourself even to subjects in which you have little interest, and how much you can 

achieve even when a professor’s style isn’t to your liking
Academic Skills  – 
• Ability to read with comprehension
• Intelligent use of resources (including library, online and class resources)
• Logical and mathematical skills
• Efficient study habits
• Ability to communicate clearly and fluently in speaking and writing
Awareness  –  
• Of what’s going on in the world around you, and ability of intelligently relating it to your  

academic courses 
(For example you should relate what you are learning in class to what’s happening in the current 
art and design world as well as looking at examples from the past. You observe design in everyday 
life and search for and record inspirations that you find interesting)

Accomplishment  –  is demonstrated by successful application of understanding. The evidence of 
that is:
1. Applying what you’ve learned in and Informed and creative way to new challenges,
2. Clear and effective communication through speaking, writing and design
3. Possession of a base of information, skills and understandings sufficient to allow you to continue 

your education outside of the classroom, throughout your life. 

http://www.lhup.edu/~dsimanek/goodstud.htm


How to be a Successful Student in my Class 
Work to be educated, not merely trained. -- Donald E. Simanek, April 15, 1997.

Self-discipline – 
• Budget time, balance studies, work and personal life with an emphasis on your studies
• Do the things that need to be done, when they must be done, whether or not one feels like it at 

the time. Meeting due dates is mandatory, penalities ensue if they are not met
Initiative – Doing things without being told
• The good student doesn’t wait for assignments to read ahead in the textbook, or to seek out and 

study related books to gain understanding. 
• The good student does not merely follow instructions (though that is an important skill) but 

looks for opportunities to discover new things, try new things, or find better methods. 
• When an opportunity arises to do a project outside of class, the good student jumps at the chance 

and doesn’t even ask whether it will earn extra credit.
Breadth of interests – 
• College provides a UNIQUE opportunity to broaden your interests and explore new things. You 

will never again have available to you such a convenient and comprehensive library, such diverse 
and inexpensive cultural events and academic activities. 

• Much education can occur outside of class, if you seek it. But if you confine yourself to the things 
you’ve always done, avoiding anything new and unfamiliar, you will have squandered a valuable 
opportunity.

An open mind – 
Is a mind receptive to examination of new ideas and facts. 
• An open mind does not mean that one jumps on every new fad, following the norm  
• An open mind is one which is willing to dispassionately and rationally analyze new ideas, weigh-

ing them objectively against established knowledge and the facts at hand.
Perceptiveness – 
• The more you learn, the more perceptive you become. 
• You can, as necessary, “read between the lines.” 
• You no longer need everything spelled out; you can fill in missing details. 
• You aren’t dependent on being shown; you can puzzle things out for yourself. 
• You perceive quickly what a writer or speaker means, without misinterpreting. 
• You learn to seek the intended meaning of what you read or hear rather than trying to impose 

your own preconceived meaning. 
• You can see through complexity to the heart of a matter. You are able to distinguish the impor-

tant from the trivial in a serious discussion.
Objectivity – 
• Most of us begin our education with an “egocentric” view, expecting everything to have some 

relevance to our needs or desires. 
• We impose such interpretations on things we learn, and avoid learning some things because they 

don’t seem important at the time. 
• Education broadens that view, encouraging us to set our egos aside and objectively evaluate facts 

and interpretations. We learn to recognize the validity of facts and ideas which we may not like.
Humility – 
• However much one knows, one must realize there’s a lot more to be learned, and that some of 

what one `knows’ may turn out to be wrong



Method of Evaluation 
Attendance: 

 See next page. The attendance policy can affect your grade 
Assignment Breakdown: 
• Assignment 2        20%
• Assignment 3        30%
• Assignment 4        40%
• Assignment 1        10% 

Grades will be calculated on the following percentages (%):
A   95-100  C+ 78-79  
A-  90-94   C   74-77
B+  88-89   C-  70-73
B    84-87   D+ 68-69
B-   80-83   3% D   60-67
F BELOW 60 (seriously consider your dedication)

Why did I get a specific grade? http://www.shanks-creative-education.com/grading.html
A  is  
1) Meets and excedes all course requirements and competencies.
2) Projects are of exceptional quality and craftsmanship.
3) Design solution is resolved, innovative, creative, beyond minimal assignment requirements
4) Demonstrates consistent weekly progress on project.
5) Portfolio quality. No changes. An A- may need a small change
B is 
1) Meets all course requirements and competencies.
2) Projects are of above average quality and craftsmanship.
3)  Design solution is resolved, creative, goes beyond minimal assignment requirements 
4)  Demonstrates consistent weekly progress on project.
5)  Portfolio quality with only minor revisions.
C is 
1) Meets all course requirements and competencies.
2)  Projects are of average quality and craftsmanship.
3)  Design solution is resolved and meets the minimal requirements of the assignment.
4)  Demonstrates consistent progress on project.
5)  Not portfolio quality needs revisions to be included.
D requires serious changes and is   
1) Does not meet all course requirements and competencies.
2)  Projects are below average quality and craftsmanship.
3)  Design solution is not resolved (a D is not a passing final grade in my class)
4)  Demonstrates inconsistent progress on project.
5)  Not portfolio quality needs major revisions to be included.
F requires serious changes and is 
1) Does not meet all of course requirements and competencies.
2)  Projects are lacking in quality and craftsmanship.
3)  Design solution is unresolved and does not meet the many requirements of the assignment.
4)  Does not demonstrate progress, not portfolio quality

http://www.shanks-creative-education.com/course-policies.html 
http://www.shanks-creative-education.com/grading.html


Policies/ How to Pass 
Meet Deadlines: Late Work is a UNACCEPTABLE
Be in class
Be original, do not use other’s work or ideas as your own
Be a good college student http://www.shanks-creative-education.com/good-
students--success.html

See my policies here http://www.shanks-creative-education.com/course-policies.
html 
 
Handing in Assignments
Please see specific assignment instructions on my website and this more general area for 
requirements http://www.shanks-creative-education.com/course-policies.html

General Expectations
•  Expect to stay the full 4 hours of class and expect to work on assignments and exercises during 
those four hours when I am not lecturing or giving demos.  

• Expect to take notes, read syllabus, pay attention, do well thought out research, and rise to a higher 
level of work as the quarter evolves 

• Expect to meet my standards outlined here or not pass my course 

• You do not “get” grades in my class you earn them, do not expect to recieve a specific grade based 
on your previous courses 

• I help those who help themselves, I can not do the work for you, I am here to introduce you to new 
material and guide you through learning. I can not make you learn or make you understand, you 
must partcipate actively in the learning process as outlined above and we can work together to be 
assured you understand the course content

Attendance Policy:  
Here are some highlights, this is not a comprehensive explanation: 

  –Absent for 3 weeks from the quarter = Automatic withdrawal from class and a W grade if    
 withdrawn weeks 1-9, a W/F grade is entered after the withdraw period. Students may appeal    
 once per class, if the appeal is not granted the grade is final.

  –It is your responsibility to stay in communication with your instructor about absences in order to   
 stay current with assignments.  You are expected to spend the entire amount of scheduled class time   
 in the classroom.  You are responsible for gathering any information from the missed class period in   
 a timely manner.

–See http://www.shanks-creative-education.com/course-policies.html
 
 
 
 

http://www.shanks-creative-education.com/good-students--success.html
http://www.shanks-creative-education.com/good-students--success.html
http://www.shanks-creative-education.com/course-policies.html
http://www.shanks-creative-education.com/course-policies.html
http://www.shanks-creative-education.com/course-policies.html


The Art Institute of Philadelphia Attendance Policy for Syllabi 

• The Art Institute of Philadelphia is committed to learning-centered, hands-on instruction, which 
can only be accomplished when students attend class.  There are no excused absences.  The 
satisfactory explanation of an absence does not relieve the student from responsibility for the course 
work assigned and/or due during his/her absences.  A student who does not attend class during the 
first week of school or starts late is still held responsible for his/her absences.   
  
• A student who is absent for three cumulative weeks* will be withdrawn from the course and will 
receive a Withdrawal (W) grade during weeks 1 through 9 of an 11 week term and a Withdrawal/
Fail (W/F) grade after week 9 of an 11 week term for that course (after week 4 of a 5.5 week Mid-
quarter ground term) unless the student submits an appeal to remain in class that is accepted by 
the instructor and department director/dean.  A student is allowed only one appeal per class.  In 
other words, if a student submits an appeal and it is approved, the next absence will initiate a non-
appealable withdrawal from the course.  The Attendance Appeal Request Form may be found in the 
Registrar’s Office.  

• It is your responsibility to stay in communication with your instructor about absences in order to 
stay current with assignments.  You are expected to spend the entire amount of scheduled class 
time in the classroom. If you are dropped from the class and you have a documented mitigating 
circumstance, you may have the opportunity to appeal. It is your responsibility to ensure that your 
attendance in class is brought to the faculty member’s attention if you arrive late.

• Students who are not marked present in any of their scheduled classes for fourteen (14) consecutive 
calendar days before the end of the ninth week of the 11 week term (week 4 of a 5.5 week Mid-
quarter ground term), will be withdrawn from the Institute and will receive W’s (withdrawals, with 
no grade penalty), or if the withdrawal occurs after the end of the ninth week of an 11 week term 
(after week 4 of a 5.5 week Mid-quarter ground term) students will be withdrawn from the Institute 
and will receive WF’s (Failures due to late withdrawal). Calendar days include days that the student 
does not have any scheduled class. All calendar days that the school is not in session (e.g., school 
closings and holidays) do not count in the fourteen (14) calendar days as well during the active term. 
Students who have been withdrawn due to violation of the consecutive absence policy, but are still 
in good academic standing, if otherwise eligible, will be able to return the following term through 
the normal readmissions process. Students who have been withdrawn and the withdrawal results 
in a violation of the satisfactory academic progress policy (SAPP) must follow the procedure for 
appealing the academic dismissal.

• Students are encouraged to make all schedule changes early in the first week of the quarter to 
minimize absences. Failure to sit in all classes during the first two weeks of school will result in 
termination from school for the quarter. Detailed information about scheduled adjustment periods 
can be found on the back of your official schedule or in the local Ai campus catalog.
• If you are going to miss class, regardless of the reason, you should notify your instructor.  You are 
responsible for gathering any information from the missed class period in a timely manner.

 
 
 
 

Policies/ How to Pass



Ai Unearned F (UF) Grade Definition

Unearned F Grade:  students who failed the course AND did not complete the final assignments in 
the course.  Final assignment include, but is not limited to a final exam, final project, final paper, 
portfolio presentation, capstone project or any other assignment due in the last week of the course.  
If a student completed some or all of the other requirements in the course but did not complete the 
final assignment of the course and failed the course, the F grade will be considered unearned.  An 
unearned F grade will be reflected as a “UF” grade on the transcript.  The course’s instructor will 
award this grade when appropriate.

Accommodations: If you are a student who has aneed for a reasonable accommodation based 
on a documented disability, please contact the instructor privately either before or after class to 
discuss the accommodation.  This request ideally should be made prior to the seating of the second 
class of the quarter.  In order to receive a reasonable accommodation, you must have the appropriate 
documentation on file with the Student Support and Disabilities Coordinator, Eileen Alexander.  
Eileen may be reached at 215-405-6424 or by e-mail at epalexander@aii.edu. 

mailto:epalexander@aii.edu


Week 1

Course Overview.
Course projects will be announced, along with materials needed for the course. There will be a 
discussion about using research to develop ideas and concepts. 

Lecture:  Symbolism, Line, Shape 

• Research, guidelines and stipulations (brainstorming, reading, looking, investigating, comparing to 
past and present, broadening your view, thumbnails, drafts)
• What is a logo? What is symbolism? What makes a good logo? Read Chapters 1 and 2 from book 
(chapter 2 is the most important but please geek out on chapter 1 to discover the history of the logo)
• Review assignment 1, Simplicity and Noma Bar style
• Common symbols and their meanings, recognizing and analyzing the symbols around us 
• Facebook, ecompanion and slideshows

•  A look at how to make something a logo, simplify, get to the base meaning: 
Mind mapping for your research, we will use Tim Burton as an example 
You will go to The Noun Project http://thenounproject.com/ and create a symbol recreation using 
the downloaded noun project symbols in illustrator for of one of these phrases: 
 

Homework assignments: 
Bring tracing paper/vellum, sketchpad, pencils and black sharpie with fine and medium tips to class 
every week. Also bring any digital files/materials needed and a hard drive or flash drive

Read Chapters 1 and 2 from book (chapter 2 is the most important but please geek out on chapter 1 
to discover the history of the logo)

-Steps 1-6 Assignment 1 http://www.shanks-creative-education.com/1.html
ALL ASSIGNMENTS SHOULD BE NAMED lastname_first initial_assignment # and put in proper 
Ecompanion area for grading
Research and prep is 15% of your project grade so make it thorough and well done, you can not 
make an A on the project unless you complete all of the research and prep, partial credit is not given 
to incomplete Research and Prep, if it is not complete at the start of class next week it will not be 
graded. 

Read all requirements and make sure you’ve met them. You can not regain your research and prep 

Notes: This syllabus is subject to change by Instructor, changes will be noted in class and the student is  
responsible for recording them on their copy of the syllabus.

Candid Camera
Break Ground
Read Aloud
Toxic Relationship
Chip On Your Shoulder
Cast Iron Stomach
Come Hell Or High Water
Dog Days of Summer
Off The Hook

Dropping Like Flies
Head Over HeelsAbandon Ship
Ace In The Hole
Cool As A Cucumber
Cut your Teeth
Hang Me Out To Dry
Grin And Bear It
Scared Straight **** Added Challenge

http://thenounproject.com/
http://www.shanks-creative-education.com/1.html


Week 2

Lecture:  Simplicity
“If, in the business of communications, image is king, the essence of this image, the logo, is a jewel in 
its crown.” – Paul Rand

Assignment 1
•  Review Steps 1-6
• Complete Steps 4-11 In-Class

Class Lab:  90% progress Assignment 1 lab

Homework assignments: 
Bring tracing paper/vellum, sketchpad, pencils and black sharpie with fine and medium tips to class 
every week. Also bring any digital files/materials needed and a hard drive or flash drive

-Steps 12-15 Assignment 1

 File Naming:
 ALL ASSIGNMENTS SHOULD BE NAMED lastname_first initial_assignment # and put in proper
 Ecompanion area for grading



Week 3
DUE ASSIGNMENT 1 Steps 12-15

Lecture:  Simplicity, Line and Shape
“If, in the business of communications, image is king, the essence of this image, the logo, is a jewel in 
its crown.” – Paul Rand
Introduce Assignment 2 Line and Shape

Class Lab:  
Steps 1-4 Assignment 2

Homework assignments: 
Steps 1-4 Assignment 2 
http://www.shanks-creative-education.com/2.html

 File Naming:
 ALL ASSIGNMENTS SHOULD BE NAMED lastname_first initial_assignment # and put in proper   
 Ecompanion area for grading

http://www.shanks-creative-education.com/2.html


Week 4

Lecture:  Type and Review Line and Shape
“If, in the business of communications, image is king, the essence of this image, the logo, is a jewel in its 
crown.” – Paul Rand
Introduce Assigmment 2 Type
Review Live Trace and Live Paint
DUE ASSIGNMENT 2 Line and Shape

Class Lab:  
 Step 5-6 Assignment 2

Homework assignments: 
Step 7-8 Assignment 2

 File Naming:
 ALL ASSIGNMENTS SHOULD BE NAMED lastname_first initial_assignment # and put in proper  
 Ecompanion area for grading



Week 5

DUE END OF CLASS Step 9 Assignment 2

Lecture:  Positive and Negative Space
“If, in the business of communications, image is king, the essence of this image, the logo, is a jewel in its 
crown.” – Paul Rand

•  Review Positive and Negative Space Assignment 3
• Review digital fonts, downloading fonts and making them outlines

Class Lab: 
Review A2 hand drawn type sketches, have almost complete before end of class

Homework assignments: 
Steps 1-2 Assignment 3 http://www.shanks-creative-education.com/3.html

 File Naming:
 ALL ASSIGNMENTS SHOULD BE NAMED lastname_first initial_assignment # and put in proper  
 Ecompanion area for grading

http://www.shanks-creative-education.com/3.html


Week 6

Lecture:  Color and Green Logos
“If, in the business of communications, image is king, the essence of this image, the logo, is a jewel in its 
crown.” – Paul Rand

-Review Assignment 4 Green Logos

Class Lab:  
-Steps 3-4 Assignment 3

Homework assignments: 
Step 5 Assignment 3

 File Naming:
 ALL ASSIGNMENTS SHOULD BE NAMED lastname_first initial_assignment # and put in proper  
 Ecompanion area for grading



Week 7 

DUE:  
PRESENTATIONS R/P A4 BEGINNING OF CLASS

Lecture:  Green Logos
“If, in the business of communications, image is king, the essence of this image, the logo, is a jewel in its 
crown.” – Paul Rand

Class Lab:  
Step 6 A3

Homework assignments: 
Step 6-7 Assignment 3
Steps 1-3 Assignment 4 http://www.shanks-creative-education.com/4.html

 File Naming:
ALL ASSIGNMENTS SHOULD BE NAMED lastname_first initial_assignment # and put in proper 
Ecompanion area for grading

http://www.shanks-creative-education.com/4.html


Week 8

HOLIDAY NO CLASS Memorial Day Holiday



Week 9 
DUE END OF CLASS Assignment 3

DUE BEGINNING OF CLASS Assignment 4 Steps 1-3

DUE:  PRESENTATIONS BEGINNING OF CLASS
Be Professional
Be on Time
Have a GREAT presentation
Group Critique

Class Lab:  
Progress Assignment 4 Steps 4-5

Homework assignments: 
Assignment 4 Step 6

LAST WEEK TO DROP
 
Work on Step 7 in class and for homework



Week 10

DUE BEGINNING OF CLASS Assignment 4 Step 7

Lecture:  Visual Identity
Printing and Portfolio review
Translating Color to B&W and grayscale
Translating a logo to a small version

Review: Final Portfolio Requirements

Class Lab:  90% progress Assignment 4 lab
Group Critique
Individual Instructor Critique
Logo Refinement
Due Step 7

Choose best assignment for print

Homework assignments: 
Assignment 4 Step 8

PDF Portfolio: 
All Assignments in one PDF
Assignments arranged in REVERSE numerical order: Drag pages in Acrobat to rearrange
4
3
2
1
Name last-name-first-SU14.pdf



Week 11

DUE IMMEDIATELY START OF CLASS:

All Required Work organized, named and ready to hand in physical and digital versions

Final evaluation: Students will present revised final projects mounted for critique & grading. 
Late work will receive a failing grade.

    Final Portfolio Consists of:

    -All Assignments 1-4 in one PDF
                -PDF pages organized in Reverse Numerical Order (drag in Acrobat to rearrange)
                -Name lastname_first_SU14.pdf
                -Upload to proper Ecompanion Drop Box

    -Revised Assignments 1-3: if revised for a better grade...
         -Name each revised file Lastname_first initial_a#-REV.png
        -Upload to Revisions Dropbox

    -Best Assignment Printed for Best of Quarter Award (may hand in 2 entries)
        **DON’T WAIT TO LAST MINUTE***
            -Print (Service Bureau at School or Replica)
            -Cut excess paper with paper cutter
            -Mount on clean neutral board (not white)
            -Name & ID printed clearly on back

    -Complete Class Survey



1. Logos that are Distinctive

One of the main purposes of a logo is to differentiate your 
brand from your competitors and market. If your logo isn’t 
distinctive or unique in some way, it will be impossible for your 
logo to accomplish its purpose.

We always strive to create logos that are distinct and original 
and purposefully avoid trendy designs that might look dated 
over time (remember the 90′s swoosh logos?).

2. Logos that are Sophisticated

Although we design logos for a large variety of businesses and 
individuals, we strive for a certain level of sophistication in 
our designs. A design can be playful and friendly and still be 
sophisticated.

It’s actually more accurate to use the term “intentional” or 
“thoughtful” than sophisticated. Either way, the point is that a 
good logo has a certain level of design integrity. A good logo 
also shows restraint in the design – it’s better to stick to the 
essential visual information than to incorporate multiple motifs 
or concepts into a single logo.

3. Logos that are Conceptual

With that said, a good logo always has a thought out concept 
that is in some way relevant to the core philosophy of the indi-
vidual or company that it represents.

The concept is usually directly tied to one or more visual ele-
ments that make the logo distinctive. Most of the time a good 
logo leaves you with one characteristic that you can remember 
it by, which is essential for brand recognition.

4. Logos that are Relevant

Another important aspect of thoughtful logo design is its 
relevance to the brand. Is the logo’s imagery, style, and look 
consistent with the brand’s core? Does it effectively convey 
the industry, product, or service of the client? If a logo isn’t 
relevant, it can provoke false assumptions upon initial viewing 
and compromise the consistency of the brand.

5. Logos that are Versatile

“Whether a logo is applied to a sixty-foot-high oil tank or a 
ballpoint pen, it should read well.”

A logo is likely to be reproduced on a number of different 
applications and mediums. From print business cards and sta-
tionary to wood, metal, plastic or vinyl cut signs and web, TV, 
and digital media, a good logo should be easily reproducible 
in a variety of different circumstances. If you start by design-
ing your logo in black and white, this is usually an easy task to 
accomplish.

6. Logos that are Cohesive

Logos should be visually balanced and cohesive by nature. 
Sometimes a sense of unbalance or momentum is desirable in 
a logo, but a good designer always strives for a sense of com-
pleteness and integrity in the design. If you feel the need to 
encapsulate a design in a box or square, chances are it lacks co-
hesion without these elements (and sometimes that’s ok!). Just 
be sure that you’re not making up for a poor design by adding 
unnecessary elements that don’t improve the mark.

7. Logos that are Attractive

Although it can be difficult to quantify what makes a logo at-
tractive, it should always be the goal to make the logo attractive 
to the largest number of viewers possible. This is why it is so 
important to understand the target audience of the company 
or individual you are working with. It doesn’t do any good for a 
logo design to be attractive to the wrong target audience.

8. Logos that are Legible

It can be tempting to use obscure type faces in logo design to 
add visual interest and make the logo unique. But if the logo 
isn’t legible, it’s destined to confuse or even irritate the viewer. 
As with many of these concepts, a good designer must find an 
artistic balance between legibility and creativity. Keep in mind 
that some of the best logos are the most readable and simplistic 
in their design.

9. Logos that are Memorable

One of the most important goals for any logo design is to create 
a mark that is memorable. If your logo leaves a lasting impres-
sion on its viewers, it is more likely that he or she will remem-
ber your client’s company. It is also important that a logo is 
memorable in order to create brand recognition – often the 
viewer will only be presented with your logo for a split second 
on a passing bus or at the end of a commercial.

10. Logos that are Enduring

The most important goal (and subsequently the most difficult 
goal to achieve) is to create a logo that can stand the test of 
time. Unlike print materials and even a website, a logo design 
should last for decades. Your client is investing too much time, 
money, and effort into their brand to want to go through the 
entire process in a year or two. It is also critical to keep a logo 
in the public eye for as long as possible in order to build equity.

Often, brand will be refreshed to stay up to date with current 
design standards, but as much of the original brand equity 
should be preserved in these instances.



Due Dates:  http://www.shanks-creative-
education.com/due-dates-gr20620.html

Assign. 1
Wk 2: Beginning of Class
            Steps 1- 6

            End of Class
            Steps 7-11

Wk 3: Beginning of Class
           Steps 12-15

Assign. 2
Wk 4: Beginning of Class
           Steps 1-4 

          End of Class            
          Steps 5-6 

Wk 5: Beginning of Class
           Steps 7-8 

          End of Class            
          Step 9 

Assign. 3 (NO WEEK 8)
Wk 6: Beginning of Class
            Steps 1- 2 

            End of Class
            Steps 3-4

Wk 7: Beginning of Class
           Step 5

           End of Class
            Step 6

Wk 9: End of Class
            Steps 6-7    

Assign. 4
Wk 9: Beginning of Class
            Steps 1-3

            End of Class
            Steps 4-5

Wk 10: Beginning of Class
             Step 6

            End of Class
            Visual System Step 7-8

Wk 11: Beginning of Class
             PORTFOLIO (ALL ASSIGNMENTS  
 COMPLETE, PDFs and Prints ready)

http://www.shanks-creative-education.com/due-dates-gr20620.html
http://www.shanks-creative-education.com/due-dates-gr20620.html


Assignment 1 Icons (sign up for free The Noun Project Skillshare Course)

Objective: 
Create a set of 20 unique symbolic icons that illustrate your day

Homework Week 1
Step 1:
Choose a theme from the list below:
Fruit, Vegetables, Fall, Summer, Winter, Farm,  
Gaming, Zoo, Library, Movie Theater
Step 2:
Sign up for the Skillshare Class: Illustrate Your Day: 
An Intro to Symbol Design

Step 3:
Create your mind map about your theme
***List everything you can think of for your theme 
and add colors and doodles, then narrow the list to 
the 10 most ICONIC elements that DEFINE your 
theme***

Step 4:
Watch video Unit 2 “Design Techniques, Creating 
Sketches for Your Icons”

Step 5:
Using only basic geometric shapes, like the examples 
above, make 3 sketches per item (this gives us sev-
eral choices to critique for each of your 10 icons). 
You should have a total of 30 sketches, 3 for each of 
the 10 items.

KEEP IT SIMPLE!!!! Fill in or outline. You will scan 
these in and recreate them as vectors

Step 6:
Watch videos Unit 3  
“Designing a Symbol in Illustrator” (mandatory)
Week 2
Step 7:
Critique & Choose in class

Step 8:
Refine & Revise Icons (1 per each of the 10 items)
Step 9:
Trace and fill in final Icons with fine tipped Sharpie
Step 10:
Scan Step 9
Step 11:
Start creating your SIMPLE icons in Illustrator

DUE WEEK 3 FINAL Illustrator Icon Set 
Step 12:
Watch video Unit 4 “Creating Final  Product”
Use Illustrator to complete Icons

Step 13:
Create an 8x8 square document in Illustrator
Arrange your icons in 2 rows of 5
Add a your Theme as a title in a simple yet attractive 
font
Add your name, smaller under the title
Step 14:
-Save Illustrator file as a jpeg (use File > Save for 
web)
-Name jpeg: lastname-firstname-a1.jpeg
-Size:  no more than 5MB
Step 15:
-Go to Ecompanion class through your Student 
Portal
-Go to Dropbox area for our class
-Click Submit Assignment
-From Drop down menu choose Assignment 1
-Title Post: Your name
-Upload your jpeg of Illustrator file

Mayene De Leon

Jared Fanning

http://www.shanks-creative-education.com/3.html
http://www.shanks-creative-education.com/2.html


 
Objective: 
This assignment is meant to make you think about how to illustrate a person using only symbols, the shape 
of their face and significant color choices. It is meant to make you think about simplification and concept.

For examples see the Noma Bar images above: 

Notice the strong use of line and simplified shapes like The Noun Project icons http://blog.thenounproject.
com/post/13118286227/design-guidelines-for-user-submissions (do not use these for the project, they are 
considered clip art)
Notice the lack of stroke/outline
Notice the way the head and features made by shapes are similar to the real person in size and shape
Notice the simplicity and minimalism
BREAK IT DOWN 

Assignment 1 Noma Bar Inspired Caricature Due Wk 3

http://blog.thenounproject.com/post/13118286227/design-guidelines-for-user-submissions
http://blog.thenounproject.com/post/13118286227/design-guidelines-for-user-submissions


Choose a ONE celebrity/character from this list

Research and Prep Requirements due week 2 beginning of class in a POWERPOINT or PDF, 
hand it into proper ecompanion week area named lastname_first_rpa1: 

The presentation will contain:
Celebrity name
Chosen celebrity photo
Mindmap and research
5 sketches and simplified celebrity face

Mindmap:
• Create a mind map for your celebrity. This exercise should be done by hand. Put your celebrity’s name in 
the center of a piece of paper.

Now radiate words, phrases, colors, photos and sketches from that name in a free association. The 
colors and sketches should be drawn and photos can be printed out and pasted on. I suggest first 
finding some iconic portraits of your celebrities. Then start researching them and figure out some 
symbols to use to personify them and create their features. 

Some questions to ask yourself as you deconstruct your celebrities:
What physical and cultural things make these people stand out?
What made them famous?
What distinct facial features do they have?
Any other distinct features or things they are known for?
What context are they normally seen in?
What was the most prolific time of their career?
What was their defining role, piece, service, act, etc.?
This should be well thought out research!

Celebrity Photo and Face Simplification:
• Choose an iconic photo of your celebrity. It should be a frontal, 3 quarter or side view of their face, which 
is most iconic? Choose a photo of them from an iconic time in life or iconic role. Mostly head and very little 
chest, if any. 

Import the celebrity’s face into Illustrator onto a 5.5 x 8.5 so it fills that space well, like the examples 

Actors/Comedians/Directors    
John Waters   
Roseanne Barr      
Andy Kaufman       
Bruce Campbell
Eddie Murphy
Phylicia Rashad
Kristen Wig
Helen Mirren 
Meryl Streep
Spike Lee
Sigourney Weaver
Laurence Fishburne

Musicians
Chuck Berry
Lyle Lovett
Steven Tyler
Sonny and Cher
David Byrne
Cindy Lauper
David Crosby
Annie Lennox
Diana Ross

Assignment 1 cont.



above. This is half the size of the 11x17 final. By tracing the face by hand or digitally simplify the shape 
of their face, hair and bust into simple shapes. Simplify their facial features into shapes as well, no 
little lines or details, just shapes, proper scale and location. Feel free to exentuate certain qualities to 
add to the characture. Now print this simplification. 

Sketches: 
• Now create a version of your celebrity face simplification without the facial features and print this template 
of their facial shape digitally 5 times so you can start replacing features with objects. Have the original photo 
resized photo on hand so you can use it as reference. Print it out if you are drawing your mock ups and put 
it in as a layer if you are making them digital.

Make 5 sketches of your celebrity keeping in mind your research above. You’ll use symbols to create 
their features, as in the examples above we are going for more abstract and simplified caricatures 
of these people. The whole project is about saying a lot using very little. Use the above examples as 
guides for the aesthetic you are going for. This is an Illustrator assignment, as are all assignments in 
this course

If sketches are done by hand trace them with black pen, this will help them show up on the screen

Assignment Constraints: 
• Keep it simple, rely on a few symbols and shapes to create your piece, symbols are simple and meant to 
communicate quickly and effectively SIMPLE SIMPLE SIMPLE

•You may use a maximum of 3 objects to symbolize the person, they must be used as facial features

•The only things that do not have to be a symbol are hats, hair, chest and face shape, but they may be used 
creatively

• Use lines only if you need to and it must be something other than default Illustrator stroke (make sure it is 
an interesting line, not the standard, and think about the type of lines you’ll use and how they convey your 
symbolism)

• No stroke on anything, solid lines and objects only!

• You may use 3 colors plus white and black

• Add your celebrities name to the piece in a font that works with the concept of who they are

• No clip art, create your own symbols and edit them to be simplified. You may use sources for your symbols 
but make them your own, simplify them and make them work for the face shapes of your celebrity

• You are graded on the quality of the research on the celbrity and how clever your caricatures are

• As you place symbols on their face, symbols should be scaled to their facial features. If they have a thin 
nose would you use a large thick object to symbolize it? The symbols should represent them but also show 

Assignment 1 cont.



 

Mind Map Examples
Your mind maps will also have photos of your celebrity added to them



FINAL Image Due Week 3, one PDF of your illustration of your chosen celebrity

File Naming:
Your assignment file WILL BE NAMED lastname_first initial_assignment # and put in proper Ecompanion 
Week area for grading. 

Grading Rubric: Below is the grading rubric for this assignment. Use it like a checklist as this rubric will be 
exactly how your grade will be determined

• The final should be a High Quality PDF document 11x17 CMYK 

• We should instantly be able to recognize your celebrity

• The final should fulfill the assignment requirements laid out above in the assignment descriptions and be 
reminicent of Noma Bar’s style

Research and 
Prep

(incomplete 
research 
recieves no 
points, strength 
of research and 
prep is graded)

Creativity 
Originality

Effective use 
of symbols and 
minimalism

SIMPLICITY

Technique in 
Illustrator

Progress in 
Class and 
Meeting 
Assignment 
Requirements 
in Overview

Final Grade is 
out of 100 
100-90 A range
89-80 B range
79-70 C range
69 and below 
is a failing 
grade, revision 
required

15 15 35 20 15 =100

Assignment 1 continued



Assignment Overview
There are several important elements to logos: Line, Shape and Type (wordmarks and monograms)
There are 3 distinctly different ways to create a logo: Hand Drawing, Digitally, and a Hybrid. In this 
assignment you will explore all of these basics and hopefully end up with a toolkit to use for the other 
logo assignments in class. This is an assignment about creativity and exploring the various elements that 
are seen in logos. Think about simplicity, shape, character of line, positive, negative, concept, etc. But most 
importantly this is an exercise to open you up to sketching. Loosen up. Get free. Explore any thought that 
comes into your head when you look at the assigned images and words.

SHAPE

 

STAR INSTRUCTIONS: Explore things such as line, abstraction, addition, positive and negative space, and 
deconstruction: Use Illustrator pathfinder tool to create 3 stars like the ones below. Think about the shape 
of a star at all times. How can you transform it. See the example below. One way to start is to draw a circle 
around a star, this gives you a reference point to begin.

Assignment 2 Shape         Due Wk 4 and 5
http://www.youthedesigner.com/2009/10/13/25-amazing-logo-collections/

  

 

Draw Freehand then trace in black pen and 
scan for Live Trace/Paint: (shape filled in with 
black, excluding some detials)

-2 monkeys
-2 circus items
-2 flowers

Illustrator Pathfinder in class:
- Create 3 stars using the pathfinder tool to 
subtract, divide, unify, etc.

SHAPE Logo 
Examples

notice the simplicity, the 
strong use of FILL and lack of 
outline and details that makes 

these logos communicate 

http://www.youthedesigner.com/2009/10/13/25-amazing-logo-collections/


Line 

Draw Freehand for week 4 trace in black and scan for Live Trace/Paint:

 
INSTRUCTIONS: 
1) Use a new type of line for each of the different items. Think about what type of line characterizes the item 
you are drawing?  A bulldozer moves earth and it is really heavy, maybe a chunky line would get this across. 

TYPES OF LINE: 

2) Think about SIMPLICITY. AVOID adding busy detail, think about the form and creating it in a simplifid 
way. SIMPLE SIMPLE SIMPLE, these are not illustrations. See examples below that review DOs and 
DONTs

3) Trace over your sketches with a good black ink pen like sharpie, I mean the nice fine line ones for ink 
drawings, this way you can further play with line. The black lines prepare the images for digitzing

4) Scan your final line drawings of each required item above. Make sure to refine the scan so the contrast is 
correct, white paper black lines.

Examples Online: http://www.kreativegarden.com/2009/03/07/22-powerful-line-logos/

Assignment 2 Line         Due Wk 4 and 5           

1. whale
2. king
3. tuba
4. eagle
5. clown

6. snail
7. Halloween
8. ship
9. pirate 
10. fedora 

 

WRONG
Nice Drawing but it is an illustration, 
we want to simplify even more and 
concentrate on strong line and few 
details

RIGHT

See how the drawing of 
the trumpet is simplified 
and there are various 
types of line used to 
study it? This is an 
example of what various 
types of line look like 
and how they transform 
the concept of the 

RIGHT
See how this is simplified line 
drawing communicates quickly 
and works well small and large? 
This is what I am looking for.

RIGHT: Some the above examples of logos using these techniques, see how the line adds to the concept and character of the 

sketchy
thick
thin

curvy
cubist
varied line width

angry
smooth
rough

http://www.kreativegarden.com/2009/03/07/22


Assignment 2 Type             

 

WORDMARKS

-Create 5 hand drawn wordmark variations on the 2 
words Anxious Elephant (use same sketch, trace, scan and 
Illustrator techniques as you  did for line and shape, think of 
different styles of type you could use)

-Create 5 digital wordmark variations on the 2 
words Nasty Kitten 
Explore font, kerning, color, symbols, and combining different 
fonts
Choose your top 3 hand drawn and top 2 digital for the layout

Above are some digital fonts and some handdrawn fonts 
cleaned up to and digitized

MONOGRAMS

-Create 5 hand drawn monogram 
variations on the 2 letters B and 
W (use same sketch, trace, scan and 
Illustrator techniques as you  did for line 
and shape)

-Create 5 digital monogram 
variations on the 2 letters C and X

Explore font, kerning, color, symbols, 
and combining different fonts   b               
Choose your top 3 hand drawn and top 
2digital for the layout



This assignment has 2 due dates so please see this easy cheat sheet below. The Line and Shape sections 
and the type sections were broken up so you could focus on each indivdually each week.

WEEK 4
Line:
Week 4 Beginning of Class: 
10 hand drawn items all done with various types of line keeping simplicity in mind
Trace them in black sharpie pen and further accentuate line
Scan them in

Week 4 End of Class: 
Live Trace the line scans in Illustrator and remove white space
Live Paint the lines only

Shape:
Week 4 Beginning of Class: 
Hand drawn stars and objects
Trace them in black sharpie pen and fill in the shapes
Scan them

Week 4 End of Class: 
Live Trace the shape scans in Illustrator
Live Paint the shapes
Pathfinder Stars

WEEK 5
Type Wordmark:
Week 5 Beginning of Class: 
5 hand drawn wordmarks all done with various typefaces and layouts
Trace them in black sharpie pen and further accentuate line
Scan them in

Week 5 End of Class: 
Live Trace your 3 best type scans in Illustrator
Live Paint
Now do the other 5 wordmarks using digital type, please download fonts, do not rely on default computer 
fonts alone, choose your top 3

Type Monogram:
Week 5 Beginning of Class: 
5 hand drawn monograms all done with various typefaces and layouts
Trace them in black sharpie pen and further accentuate line
Scan them in

Week 5 End of Class: 
Live Trace your 3 best type scans in Illustrator

Line:

Beginning of Class: 
-10 hand drawn line logos employing various types 
of line keeping simplicity in mind

-Trace them in black sharpie pen and further 
accentuate line

-Scan them in

End of Class: 
-Clean up scans in PS

-Live Trace the line scans in Illustrator and remove 
white space

-Live Paint the lines only using no more than 2 

colors

Shape:

Beginning of Class: 
-Hand drawn objects employing solid shapes and 
negative space keeping simplicity in mind

-Trace them in black sharpie pen and fill in the 
shapes with a good marker

-Scan them

End of Class:
-Clean up scans in PS. Illustrator pathfinder Stars

-Live Trace the shape scans in Illustrator, remove 
white space as you do not want to color it

Type Wordmark:

Beginning of Class: 
-5 hand drawn wordmarks all done with various 
typefaces and layouts

-Trace them in black sharpie pen and further 
accentuate line

-Scan them in and clean up in PS

End of Class: 
-Live Trace your 3 best type scans in Illustrator
Live Paint

-Create more 5 wordmarks using digital type, please 
download fonts and try mixing typefaces

-Based on class feedback choose your top 2 hand 
drawn and top 2 digital for the layout

Type Monogram:

Beginning of Class: 
-5 hand drawn monograms all done with various 
typefaces and layouts

-Trace them in black sharpie pen and further 
accentuate line

-Scan them in and clean up in PS

End of Class: 
-Live Trace your 3 best type scans in Illustrator
Live Paint

-Create more 5 monograms using digital type, please 
download fonts and try mixing typefaces

-Based on class feedback choose your top 2 hand 
drawn and top2 digital for the layout



A2 Grade Rubric 
 

Technique (well crafted), good layout and handed in as PDF named correctly 
15 

Good use of Line (variety, character,simplification) and Illustrator brushes  
30  

Good use of Shape (abstraction, deconstruction, experimented with form) and Pathfinder  
20 

Good use of typography both hand made and digital 

20  

Use of color, simplification and experimentation 15  

 

The final organized layout of Assignment 2 is Due week 5 end of class, see examples in class and the 
example below for a guide as to how to layout, the layout is up to you but it should be organized and 
compartmentalize the line, shape, wordmark and monogram elements so they are not confusing to view 
on the page.

Final layout is 11x17 and should include:

LINE
- All 10 line drawings live traced and colorized. They should use many types of line like sketchy, varied 
line width, curvy, cubist, etc.. Line logos should not be solid/filled (then they become shapes), they should 
highlight the interesting qualities of line

SHAPE
- All hand drawn shapes live traced and colorized and the 3 digital stars colored. Your shapes should be solid 
colors, no outlines. The only line you can use are negative lines that break into the space:
  3 pathfinder stars
  2 circus items
  2 monkeys
  2 flowers

WORDMARK
- Add your 2 best hand drawn wordmarks, live trace and colorize

- Add your 2 best digital wordmarks with color

MONOGRAM
- Add your 2 best hand drawn monograms, live 
trace and colorize

- Add your 2 best digital monograms with color

Your assignment file WILL BE NAMED 
lastname_first initial_assignment # and put 
in ecompaion for grading. Put it in the proper 
weekly area. 

Rebecca Cook’s example above will not be exactly like yours  
but is a great example



Assignment 3 Positive and Negative Space Due Wk 8

Objective: 
Your objective will be to design a logo that reveals the meaning of a 2 word client name. The logo should use 
positive and negative space to to create a symbol logo that reveals the double meaning of the client’s name. 
For example Fed Ex pushed the letter in EX closer together to show an arrow, arrows show direction and 
movement and denote speed, revealing more about the company and what they do. In more visual examples 
below the Kolner Zoo has a symbol of an elephant and inside are the hidden shapes of other common zoo 
animals. 

Your wordmark for this logo should also be clever. In the case of elefont if you were to get two words that to-
gether created the sound of one word you may combine them in a creative way; elephant and font = elefont. 
Still gets the message across of the similar sound elephant and the elephant trunk is hidden in the logo. 
Positive and Negative Space logo/symbol examples, double meaning examples:

http://www.graphicdesignblog.org/hidden-logos-in-graphic-designing/
http://www.graphicdesignblog.org/more-hidden-logos-sequel/
http://theroxor.com/2009/10/22/23-brilliant-logos-with-hidden-messages/

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.graphicdesignblog.org/hidden-logos-in-graphic-designing/ http://www.graphicdesignblog.org/more-hidden-logos-sequel/ http://vector.tutsplus.com/articles/20-weird-logos-that-work-and-why-they-do/ http://theroxor.com/2009/10/22/23-brilliant-logos-
http://www.graphicdesignblog.org/hidden-logos-in-graphic-designing/ http://www.graphicdesignblog.org/more-hidden-logos-sequel/ http://vector.tutsplus.com/articles/20-weird-logos-that-work-and-why-they-do/ http://theroxor.com/2009/10/22/23-brilliant-logos-
http://www.graphicdesignblog.org/hidden-logos-in-graphic-designing/ http://www.graphicdesignblog.org/more-hidden-logos-sequel/ http://vector.tutsplus.com/articles/20-weird-logos-that-work-and-why-they-do/ http://theroxor.com/2009/10/22/23-brilliant-logos-


   

 
 

Sketches due week 6 beginning of class in a scanned PDF on ecompanion: 

-first page should be your 2 words

- Create 30 thumbnail sketches for your logo symbol (using positive and negative space). All thumbs should 
be hand drawn using vellum or notebook paper and traced over in black ink pen.

Hand into ecompanion in the week 6 area. Get into class groups for critique.

Examples Clever Wordmarks:

Assignment Overview:

Choose 2 words randomly yourself such as Animal Ninja. Something like WildAnimal Ninja is 3 words so 
you could not use a combo like that.

Make all sketches by hand using black marker on vellum or notebook paper.

• Keep it simple, and remember positive and negative space is all about what is being colored and what is 
not. It is about creating a shape using shape. Notice above how the parts of the leaf create the head and 
shoulders of the 3 men in the Oak Bros. logo. Think SIMPLE SIMPLE SIMPLE

•Positive and negative space is NOT about putting 2 objects together like in the fork wire logo 

• No stroke on anything, solid interesting lines and/or objects!

• You may use one color plus white and black

• Your wordmark will be separate from the positive and negative space symbol like in the examples above 
like Gem State Alpacas, unless you can work your symbol into the negative space of the letters like in the 
Fed Ex logo

 

 

Assignment 3 continued

Also intricate was 
changed to IN3K8, again 
same sound different 
spelling and very clever.



FINAL Image Due Week 8, one PDF of your symbol and wordmark

File Naming:
Your assignment file WILL BE NAMED lastname_first initial_assignment # and put in proper Public Drive 
folder. Put it in the proper assignment folder in our class PUB drive folder, please do not make a folder in-
side of the class folder.

Grading Rubric: Below is the grading rubric for this assignment. Use it like a checklist as this rubric will be 
exactly how your grade will be determined

• use illustrator and create the logos

• The final should be a High Quality PDF document 8x10, 300 ppi, CMYK  (you may make a print final 
week)

• The final should fulfill the assignment requirements laid out above in the assignment descriptions and use 
positive and negative space effectively

 File Naming:
Your assignment file WILL BE NAMED lastname_first initial_assignment # and put in proper Public Drive 
folder. Put it in the proper assignment folder in our class PUB drive folder, please do not make a folder in-
side of the class folder.

Assignment 3 continued

Research and 
Prep

(incomplete 
research 
recieves no 
points, strength 
of research and 
prep is graded)

Creativity, 
layout, 
Originality of 
pos/neg and 
wordmark

Effective use 
of positive 
and negative 
space and 
cohesiveness 
of symbol and 
wordmark 
together

SIMPLICITY

Technique in 
Illustrator

Progress in 
Class and 
Meeting 
Assignment 
Requirements 
in Overview

Final Grade is 
out of 100 
100-90 A range
89-80 B range
79-70 C range
69 and below 
is a failing 
grade, revision 
required


